Learn more about safe driving in school zones on the backside of this handout, then take the quiz and get your safety score at: planroanoke.org/quiz

PLUS, YOU CAN ENTER INTO A DRAWING FOR FIFTEEN $10 BLUE COW GIFT CARDS, PROVIDED BY BLUE COW!
Test your school zone safety knowledge

What is a speed limit?
A speed limit is the maximum speed you can legally drive at on a given road. The speed limit for elementary and middle school zones in the City of Roanoke is 15 mph on neighborhood roads or 25 mph on arterial (busier) roads. School zones will be marked by a speed limit sign with a flashing light or the hours posted that indicate when the reduced speed is in effect.

Slower speeds reduce injury

When a person walking is hit by a driver traveling 20 mph, nine out of ten survive.
When a person walking is hit by a driver traveling 40 mph, only two out of ten survive.

Did you know?

In Virginia, every intersection is a crosswalk whether it’s painted or not.
It is illegal to pass a stopped school bus that has its stop sign extended.